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Itchenor Sailing Club Points Week
It must be said that it wasn't the hottest Points Week in recent years! Indeed, on day 2, your Class Captain
decided to try and keep warm and stay dry as long as possible, which is why an umbrella came in very handy on
the long run down to the start!
The racing was incredibly close throughout the 19 boat fleet and with one race to go, only 2 points separated
second to fifth place!
Day 1
A steady Force 4 SW wind greeted the 16 Sunbeams on day one. The high tide and an empty harbour enabled
the Race Officer, Roger Wickens, to lay a very long start line near Park giving the competitors a choice of going
either side of the first beat against the tide. Only 3 Sunbeams chose to sail on the right hand side. V41 Fleury
and V18 Polly had the best start and led the fleet on the left hand side, whilst V61 Betty led the boats on the
right and popped out second at the windward mark near East Head,
Following a short reach to Johns Folly, V41 Fleury led but unfortunately an incident with a cruising boat led to her
retirement. V61 Betty took the lead and extended her lead over the rest of the fleet all the way to the finish.
V18 Polly held off V14 Jabberwocky and V25 Query on the final run. Further back, chaos ensued as one boat
went round the finishing mark the wrong way!
Day 2
Light winds and rain greeted the fleet on day 2. After a short beat to Teapot, V36 Melody led.

V36 Melody - Petra Tanner concentrating hard on leg 4!
It was a short reach from Teapot to Ella Nore and those staying out in the tide generally gained due to having
more wind. V14 Jabberwocky forged ahead of V41 Fleury and V33 Symphony. There followed a short fetch from
Johns Folly to East Head and then a longer run to Pivot. At this stage the fleet converged with the reaching XOD
fleet which made things quite exciting for a minute or two! Another reach to Gardner followed and whilst V14
Jabberwocky extended her lead, V18 Polly and V36 Melody moved into second and third places. The
penultimate beat from Gardner to Rookwood gave some excellent tactical options but the East Head route paid
off. The final beat saw V18 Polly lose 3 places by not covering the boats behind! V14 Jabberwocky won by a
good margin from V41 Fleury and V33 Symphony.
Day 3
A very light NW wind led to a general recall at the first attempt. The race officer hoisted a black flag for the
second attempt which miraculously meant the fleet got away cleanly! The third leg - a beat from Ella Nore to a
mark near Copyhold led to gains for boats which went right on the beat. After a long race in which much of the
sailing took place in very tricky light winds, V41 Fleury held off V18 Polly and V36 Melody.
Day 4
The penultimate race was held in WSW 14-18 knot winds. The first beat from the start near Rookwood to SW
Pilsey was critical, with the boats sailing the left hand side well ahead. V25 Query led from V42 Penny and V61
Betty. On the second leg V41 Fleury was put out of contention for the week after breaking her spinnaker pole.
V25 Query and V42 Penny battled all the way to the finish but Query prevailed with Betty in third.
Day 5
A SW Force 4 wind and glorious sunshine greeted the fleet. The first beat from Park to Calvert against the tide
was again decisive, with the right hand side paying off. V36 Melody led V18 Polly and V61 Betty around Calvert.
V18 Polly overtook V36 Melody on the second beat and led to the finish.
Polly's victory in race 5 gave her the week.
Points Week once again showed racing in the Harbour at its best with great race management, fabulous courses
and big turnouts!
Results
1. V18 Polly - Nick Leach, Martin Evans, Simon O'Hea - 10 points
2. V61 Betty - Peter Taylor, Robin Richardson - 15 points
3. V25 Query - Tim Hill, Jenny Yeates, Jacqui Evans - 17 points
4.V42 Penny - Julian Money, Richard & Sarah Pearson - 17 points

Harbour Regattas
Summer finally arrived at the end of Points Week! And some cracking racing with 16 Sunbeams in both of these
regattas:
Itchenor SC Regatta - Congratulations to Ollie & Harry Gilchrist and Becky Wickens in V68 Sky in successfully
defending the Crystal Trophy won last year!
1. V68 Sky - Ollie Gilchrist, Becky Wickens, Harry Gilchrist
2. V26 Danny - Roger & Jacky Wickens, Tim Martell
3. V66 Molly - Tina Webster, Richard Stephens
Dell Quay SC Regatta
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1. V26 Danny - Roger Wickens, Tim Martell
2. V61 Betty - Peter Taylor, Robin Richardson
3. V13 Bryony - Julian Hawe, Jim Trite

Ladies Race
The improving weather meant that the Ladies' Race was able to be re-run last thursday. The following is from our
roving reporter:
10 ladies turned up for the race which was run by Alan Stannah. Conditions were perfect. 10/12 knots from the
West, high water and an empty harbour. The course was Start-Park-Itchenor x 3.
There was a bit of confusion on the start line, so those who kept out of trouble had the advantage. 8 tacked down
the Itchenor side, 2 the other side. Sue Smith in V64 Maisy got to the mark first, followed by Anna Williams in
V16 Mystery then Becky Wickens in V68 Sky. The others close behind.
Unfortunately the crew on V68 Sky got into a bit of a muddle on the foredeck allowing Sarah Pearson helming
V46 Spray to get ahead. Positions stayed the same for the next round and Alan decided to shorten the race to 2
rounds then back to the club. He was concerned that the wind would drop and with the tide beginning to turn, the
first three boats were happy with the decision. Those just behind would have liked another round with the chance
of overtaking.
Sue Smith won convincingly with Anna Williams and Sarah Pearson very close at the finish.
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Forthcoming Events:
Sat 20th July - Bosham SC Regatta - Start 1240 - PLEASE NOTE: Online entries only are accepted. Go to:

https://clubbookings.co.uk/bosham-regatta-2019/#Open1
The Sailing Instructions are at this link:
http://www.boshamsailingclub.com/files/404/BSC_Regatta_Programme_2019_LORES.pdf
Complimentary teas for all competitors at the Clubhouse from 16:00
Followed by Prize giving at 17:00
The Bosham Regatta Party will commence at 19:45 - BBQ followed by live band "The Decades" starting at
20:00 - £13-00 per ticket.
It would be good to see lots of Sunbeamers attending!
Sunday 21st July - Thorney Island SC Regatta - Start 1340 - enter at ISC as usual
Saturday 27th July - Dainty Dish race to Cowes - Start 1100 - full details to follow

Final Call for the Dainty Dish Dinner at the Royal London YC - £35 per head - please e-mail Tamsin
Saunders: tamsin.saunders@btinternet.com and pay £35 into the Sunbeam account!

Crew Wanted...
for V6 Little Lady for all or part of Cowes Week. Please contact Gayle Palmer: gaylepalmer@btinternet.com

And finally...
’Stranded’ Saturday
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With the wind varying between 2-7 knots in strength and varying in direction by 75 degrees the only good news
about last Saturday’s race was that the PRO set a 4 lap short course which meant that all boats stood a fair
chance of finishing!
The race, however, took place at low tide and out of the 18 Sunbeams, I counted at least 8 groundings, no doubt
aided by the fact that the leeward mark was laid where there was barely 1 foot of water beneath the keel!
At one such rounding of the leeward mark, 4 Sunbeams rounded the mark four deep, which proved to be an
impossible feat!
Many congratulations to V36 Melody, helmed by our Commodore John Ford, who mastered the light conditions
best, along with Simon Perkins in V47 Kitty and Robin Richardson in V61 Betty.
It was great to see V30 Emily racing again after a few year’s absence! Welcome back Malcolm Glaister! A
special award must go to Malcolm’s young crew who seemed to spend a very long time in the water!

Nick Leach, Class Captain - 0779 095 1773 - leach@leachonline.co.uk
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